
9/2-Yesterday's Anderson column, 
which I presume you have seen, on 
Nixon's plan to end the war, a real ( 
one, according to Anderson, is in my 
view a telling argument FOR Lil's 
theory that he is a secret i4ixon 

flr whatever reasons. H  

9/4/72 Today's Anderson column is 
devoted entirely to Nixon-Cuba, not 
traditional labor-Day material and 
not a really good column, consider-
ing his representations of all the 
secrets given him. The possibility 
that this was a CIA feed is fairly 
good and the timing rather conspic-
uous. I'm beginning to develop a 
funny feeling about Anderson and his 
avoidance of this story so natural 
for him, in part because of his in-
volvement with Fiorini which, if I 
know this kind of Cuban, could lead 
to other involvements he could find 
embarrassing. His standing forth for 
Fiorini could have been a human 
gesture, a humane one too, but are 
there not other possibilities? H 

SEP 4 1972 

9/4 Reur mixed metaphor of 8/26, some of the "junk" did contain "crumbs". Welcome for future 
munching/crunching/salvage. I think the deparation re Caper on which we agree if reflected 
in Mitchell's voice on the cassetti I'm sending and in some of acts already noted since 26th. 

JW, LP 9/4/72 As I try to clean desk I find note reading, "Janus-wife Miami trip 9:40 p.m. 
Chi time 9/1". lief to WBBM broadcast, not sure but think Alan Bickley reading news, with a 
Janus story being read when I turned set on. Referred to reward $5,000, Peking man, etc. If 
any thing appeared in papers, not here. My recollection is that there was reference to some 
casts being made, possible leads or fakes. Sorry I'm not set up as well for instant taping 
as for instant analysis. I keep a small, worn-out set tuned to 780, which id daytimer all-
news Washington and gives me nighttime reception, Castro (same frequency), weather permitting 
on BBM, also 780 kc. There may have been nothing new in this bicast. NW 

s-i 8/19 Morgan story inserted three graphs not in AP copy and eliminated two at end compared 
witb Miami Herald story 8/20. Haven't compared other versions. 

If Stoner finished 5th in primary:, there must have been four other candidates. Foreman 
proposed that black former judge as local counsel, Ray agreed, and Foreman dropped it there. 

H 

Note Shore's repeated statement "not now on White House staff or in the government", which 
means once on WEE staff and in the govt. He alone has put it this way. Last night, this a.m. 
The others have, in effect, gone out of their way to protect WH and Repubs. 
I had this heavy paper in mill for another purpose, making a footnote fer addition to a page of 
PM, when I stopped for news, so I dded this reminder I now don't need. FYI, however, in all the 
radio and TV reporting of Nixon's press conference of last week, Shore is the one reporter to 
give any interpretation, analysis, translation of whatever you might call it. If there is an 
exception in what I recall of the printed press, it doesn't come to mind. H 9/4. 


